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What do you like to do in your spare time? I like to run, play table tennis and cricket, and talk to my family back home.

Why did you pick NDSU? I chose NDSU because it is a research focused and land grant university and is really dynamic in civil engineering related research.

What extra-curricular activities are you involved in? The organizations I’m involved in include: environmental sustainability club, Cricket club, NDSU Alpha Phi Omega, Phi Kappa Phi Student organization, and student social work organization.

How did you become interested in your field of study? Building skyscrapers and gigantic bridges over rivers has always fascinated me since childhood.

What are your goals or future plans? I want to complete my PhD degree with remarkable research outcomes and join an academic institute and work as a teacher and researcher.

What would be your dream job? My dream job would be to become a teacher, mentor, or supervisor in an academic institution or to become a researcher and work for research and development.